Abstract-This paper describes a parallel algorithm for a line-finding Hough transform that runs on a linearly connected, SIMD vector of processors. We show that a high-precision transform, usually considered to be an expensive global operation, can be performed efficiently, in two to three times real time, with only local communication on a long vector. The algorithm also illustrates a decomposition principle that has wide application in algorithm design for large linear arrays. We include a review of straight-line Hough transform implementations.
I. INTRODUCTION In this paper we present an algorithm for the Hough transform
[I], [ 2 ] on a scan line array processor (SLAP) [3]- [5] . The Hough transform is a technique found in image processing and elsewhere for detecting those objects of a given parameterized class that are most likely to be present in the input data. The SLAP is a parallel processor with an input-output scheme designed to support extremely high speed image processing. We are developing a prototype SLAP.
The contributions of the work presented in this paper are twofold: a novel application of the projection-based formulation of the Hough transform [6] , and an indication of the power of one of the simplest parallel computational structures, an SIMD linear array.
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In the following, we describe a hypothetical SLAP implementation, and show how it can be programmed to carry out the Hough transform.
SCAN LINE ARRAY PROCESSOR
A SLAP is a SIMD linear array of simple word-parallel processors (PE's), similar to the CLIP7 machine [7] . Instruction sequencing for the array is provided by a single controller. Fig. 1 contains a sketch of a system. Communication between the PE's is strictly nearest neighbor. The controller and the vector communicate data using three channels as follows.
The controller can include literals in the broadcast instruction stream.
At the vector extremes there are controller registers (REnd and LEnd) that can be read and written by the controller and the PE at each end of the vector.
There is a single wire, termed the response line, that is written by the PE's and is read by the controller. Logically, the wire is an inclusive OR over the entire vector. The controller is only able to distinguish whether or not any PE has written a one onto it.
A SLAP system provides one PE per image column. Image input and output are performed via the image-rate video shift register. This register passes through each PE, allowing an input scan line to be loaded concurrently with the unloading of an output scan line, and with computation in the PE's. When a scan line has been completely received the PE's latch in the new value in their column and load a result (if any) into the shift register. At this point, the shifting and computing resume. In this way, essentially, zero processing time is lost in input/output and frame rate output can also be achieved. The vector scans the image as shown in Fig. 2 .
The relatively small number of PE's in a SLAP allows a compact system to be built from quite powerful processors. Useful PE attributes include functional units that perform a fullword operation, such as a bit-wise logical operation, an addition, or a complete rotate or shift, in each instruction cycle. Efficient multistep integer multiplication and division are easily supported. Each PE can have a register file, together with the ability to generate addresses locally. External memory can be attached to PE subgroups via the shift register for lower bandwidth access to large data sets.
STRAIGHT LINE HOUGH TRANSFORM
The most commonly cited use for the Hough transform is in the detection of straight lines within an image. The implementation has two phases: the entire image is examined accumulating support for different lines, then a decision criterion is invoked to select which lines to report.
A straight line in the plane is uniquely specified by two parameters. Of the selection of parameter spaces available, the most com- The process is computationally demanding: if nrho and ntheta are of similar size and the image is n X n then the voting process is 0(n2ntheta). Fortunately, the work is easily distributed to a number of processors because each processor can in parallel accumulate a portion of the votes, followed by a phase in which partial results are added together.
The second stage of the processing decides which of the pairs of parameter values were sufficiently popular to report. simple threshold is used. More sophisticated schemes perform some form of peak detection on the two-dimensional histogram. In either case, there is a large bandwidth reduction and the receiving process has information in a form readily used for more sophisticated processing. The Hough transform is generally regarded as a "mediumlevel" operation for this reason. The mapping operations that identify which accumulators should be incremented for a particular boundary point are readily amenable to parallel computation. Several parallel implementations exist with widely varying costs for performing the mapping and accumulation. In general, the mapping follows the serial implementation ( Fig. 3 ) in explicitly computing values that correspond to accumulator addresses.
The published Hough transform algorithms for MIMD architectures have generally used output partitioning, assigning each processor responsibility for a portion of the accumulator matrix. In this scheme, every processor receives a copy of the input image.
The Warp [8] and HBA [9] implementations assign the responsibility for a number of angles to each processor.
SIMD implementations have exhibited more diversity. SIMD mesh algorithms [lo]- [12] have generally mapped the vote matrix onto the mesh. The computation involves communicating to each of the vote carrying PE's that its value should be incremented. Two methods have been seen. The addresses of the PE's in which a vote is to be made can be computed at run-time [ l l ] , [12] . The algorithm of Guerra and Hambrusch [ 101 does this computation offline (this is also the approach adopted in this paper). Organizing the transmission of the votes to the appropriate PE's does not seem to be straightforward. Both the connection machine algorithm [ll] and that of Guerra [ 101 pay very careful attention to collisions during the routing.
There are several specialized architectures for the computation of the Hough transform. The most general machine is the PPPE [6], [13] . The PPPE is designed to perform forward and inverse transformations involving the Radon transform. A specialized pipeline stage has been designed which is given the responsibility for accumulating the votes of all lines with a particular orientation. Other, even more specialized architectures have been proposed
There is no need to do any trigonometric calculations at runtime. This observation together with the large aggregate communication bandwidth of the SLAP vector enables us to implement an implicit mapping of image space to transform space, using PE ALU operations only for the unavoidable work of accumulating votes. 
In the conventional Hough transform implementation, the parameter resolutions determine the set of lines that can be reported. A reportable line is actually supported by grid positions that would fall some distance to either side of the actual line if it were drawn across the grid. The projection-based implementation that we describe below is more precise in the support that a particular line may have, effectively sampling a narrow strip in the center of the conventional Hough swath. The swath version may be computed by a simple adaptation of the algorithm we present (in a fairly trivial manner) to examine grid positions to either side of the digital line.
A complication in projection-based Hough transform implementations is that the discrete grid combined with a fixed step size in both line parameters will usually produce an uneven coverage density [17] . This is also possible in our impleventation: in the extreme, assuming that we permit at most one line of any one orientation to begin at each edge position we could represent twice as many lines at 45 degrees to the mesh as parallel to it. These factors can be handled off-line in the preparation of the tables that drive the algorithm, or by subsequent interpolation of the transform image.
On a SLAP, the Hough transform is computed during a sweep ("pass") of the array over the image. When a hypothesized line impinges on the image border we introduce a zeroed bin into the vector (either through REnd, LEnd or during the initialization).
As the vector sweeps down the image the bin is moved to the right or to the left, following the path of the digital representative of the corresponding line. At each stop the bin is incremented if the corresponding pixel is a boundary point. The bins leave the vector through one of the end PE's or in a postimage phase (corresponding to the line hitting the bottom of the image). The conjunction of bin motion with the SLAP sweep is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The implementation described above works extremely well when the angles of the lines represented do not fall more than 45 O away from the vertical. This restriction means that a bin will never move more than one column/PE horizontally per image row. The advantage is that we do not use time to handle the long horizontal motion that would be required by a line whose orientation is close to that of the vector. The disadvantage is that two image passes (with identical computation, but with the image transposed) are required to capture all line orientations. The algorithm described below assumes that this restriction has been made, although a small variation on the algorithm allows the processing of shallower angles at a time cost proportional to the cosecant of the angle.
The SLAP implementation uses the polar representation described above. Inside each PE's register file, a fixed area, Bin, is Bin has one slot for each value of O and is indexed in the same way. Thus, the angular resolution is limited by the size of Bin. During the processing of each row of the image it is the contents of Bin that will move laterally along the vector, always moving into the same slot in each PE. The bin motion during computation can be determined at run-time using an efficient DDA [18] or can be computed entirely offline. The SLAP program shown in If a condition involves only global variables then the sequencing takes place within the controller.
An assignation in which the destination is a local variable will take place within all PE's enabled to change state.
If a and b are local variables, then the assignation "a := LEFT b" will set the variable a to be the value of the variable b in the PE to the immediate left. Again, this assignment will take place only in those PE's enabled to change state.
Initialization requires that the bins be zeroed in every PE. The lines that are represented in the vector when the first image line arrives, are those that have an orientation within 45" of the vertical and hit the top of the image. During the computation bins move off the right and the left ends of the vector. These bins represent lines that hit the right and left sides of the image, respectively. When the image has been completely scanned, the lines whose bins still lie within the vector are those that hit the bottom of the image. An arbitrary subwindow of the original image can be selected dynamically as the target for a Hough transform by enclosing the vote tallying component of each row's code within a conditional that would inhibit changes to bin[ ] except in PE's lying within the target region.
The maximum meaningful resolution for p corresponds to half the length of the image border, measured in pixels. For a 5 12 square image, that is 1024.
V. PERFORMANCE We now discuss the performance of a SLAP for computing the Hough transform, assuming a possible implementation as described in an earlier paper [ 5 ] . The implementation uses custom 2pCMOS chips, each containing four PE's and a decoder (for a total of approximately 50 000 transistors). There will be 512 PE's. The PE's compute on a word at a time, have a local register file, and operate at an instruction clock rate of 125 ns. At 30 frames/s, with a 512 by 512 image, the time taken for a single scan line to shift into the vector is about 58 ps. Thus, the prototype can execute almost 500 instructions per PE per scan line.
Considering each line parameter pair represented by the thinnest line possible, at most one pixel per row, then the maximum number of votes that any line can accrue is 512. Assuming that 60 accumulator bins can be stored in each processor, the algorithm achieves an angular resolution of 3" in two passes. About six instructions are issued to the PE's per angle per row for a total of about 360 instructions per scan line. With the addition of external memory, the angular resolution becomes bounded only by the time that can be spent on the computation. The p resolution in the SLAP implementation is not limited by time or PE memory size.
VI. DISCUSSION
The algorithm that we have presented requires minimal run-time processing: the PE's do little more than unary integer increments, a decision table (move [ ,] ) can be generated completely off-line (greatly reducing the computation required by the controller), and accumulator values never move more than one PE (column) in each row. A SLAP can take unprocessed images as input, and produce all of the line parameters found within two to three frame times.
We have demonstrated that the SLAP concept combined with the projection-based image-processing paradigm can be a powerful combination, efficiently computing a medium-level image operation usually regarded as extremely time consuming. We note that our Hough transform algorithm can be applied on a grid architecture by pipelining the processing of separate angles along one dimension of the grid.
